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METHODOLOGY • The data analyzed below is relevant for OCTOBER 1 – DECEMBER 31, 2022.

• The data was extracted using CrowdTangle, a public insights tool owned and operated by 
Facebook, which tracks content and interactions of public posts and is available to academics 
by special request.

• Mentions for each actor were extracted by composing monitoring expressions tailored to each 
particular case, from all Facebook pages, public groups and verified profiles in Romanian. 

• Mentions were mined from Facebook statuses, links, photos, Facebook videos, YouTube videos, 
other videos posted on Facebook, as well as Facebook live.

• As data is pulled from posts in the Romanian language, some results are extracted from pages 
or groups in Moldova. Top-ranked results from Moldovan accounts are manually excluded from 
the analysis. Posts containing ads or commercial competitions based on resharing or liking were 
also excluded.

• For each actor, the resulted data was analyzed by the following criteria:

• Mentions that received most total interactions

• Overperforming Mentions - an indicator of content which performs much better 
than the usual content on a certain page

• Most shared mentions

• Most commented mentions

ACTORS

European Union (p5)
NATO (p12)
United States of America (p19)
Germany (p26)
France (p33)
UK (p40)
Israel (p47)
Russia (p54)
China (p61) 
Ukraine (p68)



METHODOLOGY
• Data is relevant to get an idea regarding the most visible contexts in which mentions of these 

geopolitical actors have appeared during the analyzed period. The top 3 mentions selected here for 
each category of engagement do not represent the most visible moments (days) or events related to 
these actors, but are revelatory for the viral content which includes the names of the analyzed countries 
or institutions. This content is not always about the analyzed actors as main subjects, but we consider 
them relevant for the contexts in which these actors gained visibility for the analyzed period.

• In order to get a better idea of the moments (days) when  these actors gained most visibility on Facebook, 
the graphs depicting the 3-month evolutions of the volume of interactions is included for each one.

• Also, the peaks (days) in terms of both interactions and number of posts (mentions) are indicated below 
each graph. They are not always coincidental with the dates of the most viral mentions, since the peaks 
are the result of accumulations of several mentions in several different posts across Romanian Facebook 
pages and groups.



CONCLUSIONS
• Compared to the 3rd trimester of 2022, the last 3 months of the year saw decreases or stagnation in the number of 

Facebook posts mentioning geopolitical actors, with the sole exception of NATO, which registered a slight increase.

• Alternative influencers and Eurosceptic politicians had a strong presence throughout the analyzed data, their posts 
appearing in high-engagement rankings of mentions for all the analyzed organizations and countries, with the 
exception of  Israel. Eurosceptic MEP Terhes had a lower presence compared to other analyzed periods, while former 
AUR MP Anamaria Gavrila and influencer Luis Lazarus increased their impact, and MP Diana Sosoaca regained 
prominence after a quieter time earlier in 2022.

• The debate around Romania’s access to the Schengen area was the dominant issue in the EU-related 
Facebook conversation during the last 3 months of 2022, and engagement rankings were partly dominated by 
populist and Eurosceptic voices, while a post  shared almost 6k times states that Romania is a “NATO colony”.

• One of the most shared posts mentioning both Ukraine and the US (8.3k shares) alleges that “the EU and 
the US own about 50% of the agricultural land in Ukraine”, implying economic reasons related to the war.

• The most shared post mentioning Russia (5.6k shares) is a video message of an ultranationalist MP who 
pleads for peace negotiations, accusing the US of using Romania as a military pawn, and the second  most 
shared (5.3k) is a post labeling the Ukraine war as a fight for economic domination between Russia and the US.

• In the most commented post referencing Ukraine (7.5k) AUR leader George Simion asked his followers 
whether Romania should continue to help Ukrainian refugees or direct the money to the Republic of 
Moldova.



EUROPEAN UNION



EUROPEAN UNION

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 56.294 posts including any type of mention regarding 
EUROPEAN UNION

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: DEC 8 (306.2K)

• MOST POSTS ON: DEC 8 (2K)



EUROPEAN UNION

• There was a slight (6%) decrease of the volume of 
mentions regarding the European Union, consolidating 
a steady rhythm from the previous trimesters, while 
the engagement numbers were overall lower.

• The debate around Romania’s access to the Schengen 
area was the dominant issue  in the EU-related 
Facebook conversation during the last 3 months of 
2022. While some of the “most commented” posts 
mentioning the EU  appeared on the official Facebook 
page of the Romanian president, the other 
engagement rankings were dominated by populist and 
Eurosceptic voices.

• The resurgence of populist leader Diana Sosoaca was 
notable, as was the engagement generated by (video) 
posts authored by former AUR MP Anamaria Gavrila, 
while Eurosceptic MEP Terhes was less dominant than 
in previous periods.

SUMMARY



EU – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



EU – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



EU – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



EU – MOST SHARES
1 32



NATO



NATO

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 21.367 posts including any type of mention regarding NATO

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: NOV 16 (116.5K)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 16S (1.1K)



NATO

• A 29% increase in the volume of posts mentioning 
NATO, compared to the previous analyzed period, 
was not accompanied by a similar upsurge in 
engagement numbers.

• Th most-commented posts mentioning NATO 
appeared on Facebook pages related to PSD and 
its leader, all in neutral-positive (political) 
contexts,  while the most-shared ranking presents 
a much different image: a message  published by 
an alternative platform and shared almost 6k 
times states that Romania is a “NATO colony”

SUMMARY



NATO – MOST INTERACTIONS
1 32



NATO – OVERPERFORMING POSTS
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NATO – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



NATO – MOST SHARES

1 32



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



UNITED STATES

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 43.428 posts including any type of mention regarding THE US

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: OCT 27 (102.4K)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 9 (895)



US

• The volume of mentions regarding the US was 
virtually the same compared to the previous 
trimester, but the engagement rates dropped 
considerably. 

• The vast majority of high-engagement mentions 
regarding the US were made in contexts related to 
sports, education or charity/fundraising campaigns.

• Still, the most shared post referencing the US (8.3k 
shares) states that “the EU and the US own about 
50% of the agricultural land in Ukraine”, implying 
economic reasons related to the war.

SUMMARY



UNITED STATES – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UNITED STATES – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



UNITED STATES – MOST COMMENTS
1 3

2



UNITED STATES – MOST SHARES

1 32



GERMANY



GERMANY

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 156.087 posts including any type of mention regarding 
GERMANY

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: NOV 23 (127.5K)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 23 (2.7k)



GERMANY

• The volume of mentions related to Germany 
dropped by almost 20% compared to the previous 3-
month period, mirrored by a drop in engagement 
rates as well.

• The majority of posts populating the high-
engagement rankings were related to two 
fundraising cases involving medical trips to 
Germany.

• The post with the second-highest number of shares 
(8.6k) appeared on the Facebook page of alternative 
influencer Luis Lazarus and promoted a  declaration 
of populist MP Sosoaca about an alleged 99 billion 
euro historical debt Romania should recover from 
Germany.

SUMMARY



GERMANY – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



GERMANY – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



GERMANY – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



GERMANY – MOST SHARES

1 32



FRANCE



FRANCE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 39.208 posts including any type of mention regarding FRANCE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: DEC 18 (216.1K)

• MOST POSTS ON: DEC 18 (939)



FRANCE

• There was a 16% drop in the number of posts 
mentioning France, after a similar decrease 
registered in the previous trimester as well.

• As before, there were several sports  and music-
related posts, as well as  general  mentions.

• Two alternative influencers feature in the most-
comments and most-shares rankings, Luis Lazarus 
and Iosefina Pascal, with allegations about the 
“blackout” in France and the “censorship regarding 
the Ukraine situation”, respectively.

SUMMARY



FRANCE - MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



FRANCE – OVERPERFORMING MENTIONS

1 32



FRANCE - MOST COMMENTS
1 32



FRANCE - MOST SHARES

1 32



UK



UK

• TOTAL POST COUNT 52.035 posts including any type of mention regarding UK

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: NOV 3 (69.8K)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 21 (906K)



UK

• There was al almost 15% drop in the number of 
posts mentioning the UK compared to the previous 
3-month period.

• There are several posts related to the life of 
Romanians in the UK, as well as some general news.

• It is remarkable that the most-shared ranking is 
dominated by 3 video posts authored by alternative 
influencer Luis Lazarus (ranging between 6.5k and 
8.9k shares each), containing allegations related to 
the “globalists’ attempt” to introduce digital money 
in the UK, and also to the UK’s “preparations for an  
energy blackout” .

SUMMARY



UK – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UK – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



UK – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



UK – MOST SHARES
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ISRAEL



ISRAEL

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 9626 posts including any type of mention regarding ISRAEL

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: NOV 23 (69.1K)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 1 (222)



ISRAEL

• There was a 15% decrease in the volume of 
mentions related to Israel for the analyzed period 
compared to the previous trimester, which was also 
reflected in the engagement rates.

• Most high-ranking mentions are religious-themed 
or related to tourism or medicine. Celebrity chef 
Joseph Hadad again features as a post author, 
promoting Israeli food and culture.

SUMMARY



ISRAEL – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



ISRAEL – OVERPERFORMING

1 32



ISRAEL – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



ISRAEL – MOST SHARES

1 32



RUSSIA



RUSSIA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 56.311 posts including any type of mention regarding RUSSIA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: OCT 8 (157.7k)

• MOST POSTS ON: OCT 10 (1.2K)



RUSSIA

• A 17% drop in the volume of mentions related to 
Russia was registered, while the drop of the
engagement rates was much steeper.

• There was a mixture of news reports related to 
Russia’s involvement in the war and incidental 
mentions.

• The most shared post mentioning Russia (5.6k 
shares) is a video message of a former AUR MP who 
pleads for peace negotiations, accusing the US of 
using Romania like a military pawn, and the second  
most shared (5.3k) is a post cataloguing the Ukraine 
war as a fight for economic domination between 
Russia and the US.

SUMMARY



RUSSIA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



RUSSIA – OVERPERFORMING POSTS

1 32



RUSSIA – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



RUSSIA – MOST SHARES
1 32



CHINA



CHINA

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 16.277 posts including any type of mention regarding CHINA

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: OCT 3 (140.3k)

• MOST POSTS ON: NOV 29 (381)



CHINA

• There was a 20% decrease in the number of posts 
mentioning China compared to the previous 3-
month period, which was also reflected in the 
engagement rate.

• The official page of China Radio International’s 
Romanian Service had a lesser impact compared to 
other analyzed periods, but it still produced the 
most-shared post mentioning China, with a video 
focused on a Chinese fitness trainer.

• All the top 3 most commented posts mentioning 
China were posted on the Facebook page of 
alternative influencer Luis Lazarus and discussed 
the alleged  “China revolution”, in the context of 
other geopolitical disruptive events.

SUMMARY



CHINA – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



CHINA – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



CHINA – MOST COMMENTS

1 32



CHINA – MOST SHARES

1 32



UKRAINE



UKRAINE

• TOTAL POST COUNT: 79.011 posts including any type of mention regarding 
UKRAINE

• MOST INTERACTIONS ON: OCT 10 (182.7k)

• MOST POSTS ON: OCT 10 (1.9K)



UKRAINE

• There was a slight (7%) drop in the number of posts 
mentioning Ukraine compared to the previous 
analyzed period.

• The 3rd most shared post mentioning Ukraine is also 
the most shared post related to the US (8.3k 
shares), which alleged that “the EU and the US own 
about 50% of the agricultural land in Ukraine”, 
implying economic reasons related to the war.

• The most commented post referencing Ukraine
(7.5k)  appeared on the Facebook page of AUR 
leader George Simion, and stimulated his followers 
to choose  between Romania’s continued help of 
Ukrainian refugees or directing the money to the 
Republic of Moldova.

SUMMARY



UKRAINE – MOST INTERACTIONS

1 32



UKRAINE – OVERPERFORMING
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST COMMENTS
1 32



UKRAINE – MOST SHARES
1 32



DISCLAIMER
The views included in this presentation are 
those of the authors. They do not 
represent the official position of SNSPA. 
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